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Abstract. Named Entity Recognition (NER) is a key step in the cre-
ation of structured data from digitised historical documents. Traditional
NER approaches deal with flat named entities, whereas entities often
are nested. For example, a postal address might contain a street name
and a number. This work compares three nested NER approaches, in-
cluding two state-of-the-art approaches using Transformer-based archi-
tectures. We introduce a new Transformer-based approach based on joint
labelling and semantic weighting of errors, evaluated on a collection
of 19th-century Paris trade directories. We evaluate approaches regard-
ing the impact of supervised fine-tuning, unsupervised pre-training with
noisy texts, and variation of IOB tagging formats. Our results show that
while nested NER approaches enable extracting structured data directly,
they do not benefit from the extra knowledge provided during training
and reach a performance similar to the base approach on flat entities.
Even though all 3 approaches perform well in terms of F1 scores, joint
labelling is most suitable for hierarchically structured data. Finally, our
experiments reveal the superiority of the IO tagging format on such data.

Keywords: Natural Language Processing · Nested Name Entity Recog-
nition · pre-trained language models · NER on noisy texts.

1 Introduction

Named entity recognition (NER) is a classic natural language processing task
used to extract information from various types of textual documents. A named
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Jaguet, étuis à lunett, p. du Caire, 48.

Historical source

OCR output

Nested NER output

Fig. 1: Overview of the Nested Named Entity Recognition task on historical
documents, where multiple entities can be assigned to the same text span.

entity is an entity with a specific meaning, such as a person, an organisation, or
a place. [11] point out that entities are often nested. State-of-the-art approaches
are divided into flat NER approaches, which associate a span with zero or one
entity type, and nested named entity recognition approaches, which can associate
a given span with zero, one, two or more entity types. A nested entity is thus
composed of one or more entities. Base entities can be associated to create more
complex entities. Nested named entities are also referred to as tree-structured
entities [8], structured entities [23] or hierarchical named entities [15].

We focus on the particular case of nested named entities in historical docu-
ments with an application to the 19th century trade directories of Paris, France.
Each directory contains tens of thousands of entries organised into lists in al-
phabetical order. Each entry is a highly structured non-verbal short text (see
Figure 1). It refers to a company or a person name, followed by a description
of varying complexity that often include details on his/her professional activi-
ties, and ends with one or several addresses. Additional information like military
or professional awards are sometimes given. The directories were published by
multiple editors between the late 18th century and the second half of the 19th

century.

Similar work aiming to extract information from historical directories exists
in the literature. They use flat NER approaches complete by a post-processing
stage to create hierarchical entities. [6] used directories published between 1936
and 1990 to build a database of gas stations in the city of Providence, Rhode
Island, United States. The pipeline consists of the following steps: an image
processing block, an Optical Character Recognition (OCR) block, and a named
entity recognition block performed using a rule-based approach. To limit the
impact of OCR errors, the authors clean the texts before the NER stage. Struc-
tured entities, such as addresses, are built up in post-processing. [4] developed
a similar pipeline that was used to extract data from the Berlin directories of
1880. [2] introduce a deep learning approach in their pipeline to perform NER
on noisy entries extracted from the Paris trade directories. Structured postal
addresses are also built in post-processing before geocoding.

We focus on nested NER in historical sources to extract structured enti-
ties without rule-based post-processing. It requires taking into account the main
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characteristics of the books. First, entries contain two levels of entities. Top-level
entities are built using bottom-level entities. For example, an address consists
of two or three other types of entities: a street name, a number and sometimes
a geographical feature type (e.g. depôt - warehouse). All of these spans are not
formally linked as an address with flat-NER approaches, while they are linked
with nested NER approaches. These approaches provide a more complex seman-
tic view of directories, which improves searchability. Second, directories’ entries
do not have the same structure throughout the corpus: the entities’ enumeration
pattern varies. Finally, directory entries are extracted from digitised documents
using OCR models. This requires dealing with noisy texts at the NER stage. The
amount of noise changes depending on the quality of the original print, the con-
servation status of historical sources, and the resolution of the digitised images.
OCR errors are erroneous, missing, or extra characters. These multiple patterns
of entities and the noisy entries encountered in the collection of directories make
the use of rule-based methods inappropriate.

In this article, we focus on the evaluation of several nested named entity
recognition approaches. The main contributions are new nested named entity
datasets using Paris trade directories built on an existing flat NER dataset,
and a benchmark of three nested named entity recognition approaches using
transfer-learning models fine-tuned on a ground-truth dataset and on a noisy
dataset. We use two pre-trained BERT-based models: a state-of-the-art French
model and this same model pre-trained on domain-specific noisy examples to
assess the impact of unsupervised training on the performances. We also compare
two tagging formats to evaluate their influence on NER performance in highly
structured texts.

This paper is organised as follows: (i) a state-of-the-art of nested NER ap-
proaches, OCR noise, and tagging strategies on NER task; (ii) a presentation
of the evaluated approaches ; (iii) an introduction of our datasets, experiments
and metrics ; (iv) an evaluation of our approaches from both quantitative and
qualitative point of view regarding the effects of the tagging strategy and unsu-
pervised pre-training on transfer-learning-based models.

2 Related works

We want to produce searchable structured data using historical sources, such
as the Paris trade directories. This paper aims to deal with properties of this
corpus’ writings: short and highly structured texts, including OCR noise, which
contained nested-named entities.

2.1 Nested Named Entity Recognition approaches

The survey presented in [25] identifies groups of nested NER approaches, among
them the rule-based approaches, the layered-based approaches, and the region-
based approaches. While the first one mostly relieves early methods, the others
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often fall under supervised learning, which includes traditional machine learning
and deep learning approaches.

The hand-crafted rule-based approaches aim to recognise patterns in docu-
ments. These methods require a high level of data and linguistics expertise to
identify and design extraction rules, as explained by [22]. Most of the time, they
involve searching for vocabulary in gazetteers or dictionaries as in flat-NER ap-
proaches [17]. Layered approaches handle the nested NER task using cascades
of flat NER layers. Each layer is trained to recognise entities of a given group
according to their depth level in the dataset. [12] suggests stacking predictions
made by independent layers for each entity level. Models often use n-level outputs
to improve the recognition of n+1 level entities such as [13] with a Layered BiL-
STM+CRF model or [24] with a BERT+CRF model. Region-based approaches
use two-step models to detect candidates and classify them. There are multiple
entity listing strategies: enumeration strategies (such as n-gram) or boundaries-
based strategies that aim to identify the first and last tokens of potential entities
[26]. In addition to these approaches, [25] introduce various methods which have
in common the use of a unique tag created by concatenating multiple labels from
the nested entities. [3] propose an intuitive approach using this unique multi-
level label to fine-tune a flat NER BERT-based model. Deep learning methods
outperform state-of-the-art approaches most of the time according to [25, 14].

2.2 Named Entity Recognition on noisy inputs

With the rise of the digitisation of historical documents, the need to extract
and structure the information they contain has increased dramatically. Named
Entity Recognition is a useful way to produce a high-level semantic view of these
documents. Performing this task on historical documents has its own peculiar-
ities that need to be taken into account. [10] lists specific challenges associated
with the NER task in historical documents. Most of them are processed with
automatic tools such as OCR or Handwritten Text Recognition (HTR), which
are likely to misread some characters. Thus, it involves dealing with noisy in-
puts in the NER stage. [9] suggests pre-processing texts before a NER stage.
They process a dataset of French newspapers of the 19th century and underline
the impact of OCR errors on the recognition of tree-structured named entities.
[2] study the effects of OCR noise on flat NER with transfer learning models in
19th century directory entries. According to [14], they made an unsupervised pre-
training of the French BERT-based model CamemBERT with domain-specific
texts provided by OCR and fine-tuned this model with noisy annotated exam-
ples. It improved the tolerance of the NER model to noise, and its performances
have been improved compared to a non-specialised model.

2.3 Labels for NER on highly structured documents

In the named entity recognition task, each word (or token) of an entity is as-
sociated with a label, also called a tag. Labels follow specific writing formats.
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Table 1: IO and IOB2 labels example for Aubery je. r. Quincamp. pass. Beaufort.
entry (Cambon almgene, 1841). Entity labels are defined in table 3.

Token IO IOB2

Aubery I-PER B-PER

je I-PER I-PER

. I-PER I-PER

r I-LOC B-LOC

. I-LOC I-LOC

Quincamp I-LOC I-LOC

. I-LOC I-LOC

pass I-LOC B-LOC

. I-LOC I-LOC

Beaufort I-LOC I-LOC

. O O

The most widely used format is the Inside-Outside-Beginning (IOB) model in-
troduced by [20]. In practise, these formats define prefixes in front of each class
name to specify the position of the token in the entity. The table 1 presents tags
associated with a directory entry in the IO and IOB2 formats. These tags are
required for the training stage. There are several variants of this tagging stan-
dard: IO, IOB2, IOE, IOBES, BI, IE, or BIES. The choice of tag format has an
impact on the performance of named entity recognition models. In their survey,
[5] shows that IO gives the best results on fully developed and non-noisy texts
among a set of seven annotation formats derived from the IOB format.

2.4 Conclusion

The following benchmark concentrates on the three main properties of our
dataset: nested entities, noisy inputs, and highly structured texts. We compare
three nested named entity recognition approaches based on deep learning models
to recognise complex entities in directories entries. We measure the impact of
two tagging formats on entity recognition in short texts with repetitive patterns
of entities. We evaluate the effects of domain adaptation of BERT-based models
on noisy inputs. Finally, we aim to evaluate the contribution of training with
nested entities on the flat named entity recognition.

3 Considered Nested NER approaches

In this section, we present the three evaluated approaches. We focus on intuitive,
low-complexity and high-performance approaches using transfer learning models.
We implement two state-of-the-art proposals and introduce a new approach that
incorporates hierarchical information into training.
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Table 2: IOB2 tags used to train M1 and M2. The entry used as an example
is Dufour (Gabriel), bookseller, Vaugirard Street, 7. Entity labels are defined in
table 3.

Token Level-1 [M1] Level-2 [M1] Joint label [M2]

Dufour B-PER O B-PER+O

( I-PER O I-PER+O

Gabriel I-PER O I-PER+O

) I-PER O I-PER+O

, O O O+O

libraire B-ACT O B-ACT+O

, O O O+O

r B-SPAT B-LOC B-SPAT+B-LOC

. I-SPAT I-LOC I-SPAT+I-LOC

de I-SPAT I-LOC I-SPAT+I-LOC

Vaugirard I-SPAT I-LOC I-SPAT+I-LOC

, I-SPAT O I-SPAT+O

7 I-SPAT B-CARDINAL I-SPAT+B-CARDINAL

3.1 State-of-the-art nested NER approaches

Independent NER Layers (abbreviated as [M1]). [12]’s approach proposes
to fine-tune a pre-trained BERT-based model for each level of entities in the
dataset. Tags examples are given in table 2. Each model is called a layer and
is completely independent of the others. The predictions made by each layer
are merged to obtain nested entities. This approach reduces the risk of error
propagation: a level 2 entity can be detected even if level 1 is wrong. However,
the independence of the NER layers does not allow us to control the combination
of the layers’ predictions. The assignment of a class to a span at level N does
not favour or disfavour the assignment of another class at level N+1.

Transfer learning approach using joint labelling [M2]. [3] propose a
BERT-based transfer learning approach using joint labelling. For each token,
the authors create a complex label composed of the labels of each depth level
of the nested dataset, as described in table 2. This label is called joint label. A
single pre-trained BERT-based model is fine-tuned with these annotated data.
The nested levels are processed simultaneously as a single level. It implies an
increase in the number of labels used for training.

3.2 A hierarchical BERT-based transfer-learning approach using
joint labelling [M3]

We propose a new version of the BERT-based joint labelling approach of [3],
inspired by computer vision work on segmentation and classification. [7] note
that the loss function used for classification tasks considers all errors with the
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PER

PER+TITREH

NAMED ENTITY

DESC+ACT

ACT SPAT

SPAT+LOC SPAT+CARD SPAT+FTDESC+TITREP

DESCTITRE

PER+O DESC+OTITRE+O ACT+O

Fig. 2: Multi-level tree representation of IO tags used by the Hierarchical Loss
Function called in M3 to compute the semantic distance between labels.

same weight, regardless of the semantic proximity between classes. Therefore,
they propose to take into account the semantic distance between classes in the
training and evaluation process of the models by modifying the loss function.
We replace the Categorical Cross Entropy Loss implemented in the original
CamemBERT model with the Hierarchical Cross Entropy Loss developed by [7].
This function incorporates the semantic distance calculated using a tree that
defines the class hierarchy. Each joint label corresponds to a leaf of the tree, as
shown in Figure 2. The errors are weighted according to the distance between
the expected class and the predicted class in the tree. For example, if the model
predicts a SPAT+FT entity instead of a SPAT+LOC entity, it is a better error
than if it predicts a DESC+O entity because the labels are semantically closer
in the first case than in the second according to the tree. Using IOB2 tags, a
tree level is added to distinguish the positional prefixes that make up the labels
of each class. The loss function of [7] allows the weighting of the branches of the
tree to increase the impact of some classification errors. This last possibility has
not been treated in our work.

4 Evaluation

In this section, we describe our datasets, our experiments and their associated
parameters including the tagging formats, the pre-trained models and the hy-
perparameters used to fine-tune them. Finally, we define our metrics.

4.1 Datasets

We have produced two annotated datasets using Parisian trade directories: the
ground-truth dataset with non-noisy entries and a real-world dataset with the
corresponding noisy OCR outputs. The use of these two datasets allows us to
compare the performance of the approaches on both clean and noisy texts.

Source documents: Paris trade directories from 1798 to 1854. Our
aim is to detect nested entities in entries published during the 19th century.
They were printed over a long period of time by several editors using different
printing techniques. The layout, content, length, and typography (font, case,
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(a) List ranked by activity (b) List ranked by name

Fig. 3: Extracts from Cambon Almgène (3a, 1839) and Didot-Bottin (3b, 1874)
directories.

abbreviations, etc.) of the entries vary greatly, as illustrated in figure 3. Some
directories organise the information into several lists, sorted by name, activity,
or street name. This means that there are many different types of entities to find.
Some types of entities are common, while others are sparcer. Several independent
organisations have digitised directories of varying quality. This results in more
or less clean OCR results.

Directories datasets We produced two new NER datasets from the public
dataset of [1]. Both datasets are created from the same 8765 entries from 78
pages chosen in 18 different directories published from 1798 to 1861. The text
is extracted using Pero-OCR. The first dataset is created by first correcting
the text predicted by Pero-OCR and then annotating the ground-truth named
entities. To create the second dataset, also known as the real world dataset,
we first align the text produced by Pero-OCR with the ground-truth text by
means of tools implemented as part of Stephen V. Rice’s thesis [19, 21]. Lastly,
the named entities spans and their associated labels are projected from the first
dataset text to the Pero-OCR text. Entries for which no named entities could
be projected are also removed from the real world dataset, which in the end has
8445 entries. For our experiments, we reduce the ground-truth dataset to the
8445 entries that also are in the noisy dataset. The ground-truth dataset is used
to perform the evaluation of the approaches without the impact of the OCR
and compare its result with one of the models trained with noisy data. Entries
have been randomly selected in several directories to represent the wide variety
of typographic and pattern types to be learned. There are 10 types of entities
described in table 3. The maximum level of entities is 2. The entity hierarchy is
described in figure 4. It’s a Part-Of hierarchy: combined level-2 entities form a
level-1 entity.

4.2 Experiments summary

Nested NER on noisy texts The first axis of our work focusses on the
comparison of nested NER approaches to directory entries. We evaluate the
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Table 3: Named entity types, description, and count in the ground-truth direc-
tories dataset (8445 entries).

Entity Level Description Count

PER 1 Person(s) or business name. 8441
ACT 1 or 2 Person or company’s activities 6176
DESC 1 Complete description. 371
SPAT 1 Address 8651
TITREH 2 Military or civil title relative to company’s owner 301
TITREP 2 Professional rewards 94
TITRE 1 Other title. 13
LOC 2 Street name 9417
CARDINAL 2 Street number 8416
FT 2 Kind of geographic feature 76

PER

TITREH

NAMED ENTITY

ACT

ACT SPAT

LOC CARD FTTITREP

DESCTITRE

Fig. 4: Part-of hierarchy describing the nested entities.

ability of these approaches to detect all entities regardless of hierarchy and, in
contrast, to associate the correct type of level 1 entity with any level 2 entity. We
include in these experiments the use of two pre-trained transformer models and
two tagging formats. The robustness of the approaches to OCR noise is given
particular attention.

Flat NER vs. Nested NER The second axis of this paper is to assess the
impact, positive or negative, of the use of complex labels on the recognition of
flat named entities. We created flat NER datasets (clean and noisy) using our
tree-structured annotations. We map the joint labels to the flat labels described
by [2] as described in figure 5 and reimplement their flat NER experiment. We
do not use [1] due to the changes we made during our tree-structured annotation
phase. We also map our predicted nested entities to the corresponding flat entity
types during the nested NER experiments to compare F1-score values.

PER

PER+TITREH DESC+ACT

ACT LOC

SPAT+LOC SPAT+CARDINAL SPAT+ODESC+TITREP

TITRE

PER+O DESC+OTITRE+O ACT+O SPAT+FT

CARDINAL FT

Fig. 5: Mapping between nested NER entity types and flat NER entity types.
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Table 4: Hyperparameters used for fine-tuning
Learning rate 1e-4 Callback patience 5
Weight decay 1e-5 Evaluation strategy Steps
Batch size 16 Max steps number 5000
Optimizer AdamW Metric for best model F1-Score
Seed Run number

4.3 Tagging formats

The tagging formats retained for this benchmark are IO and IOB2. The IO
format is the least restrictive IOB-like tagging model. If a token is part of an
entity, it is tagged I-class, otherwise it is tagged O. However, it does not allow the
model to distinguish two entities of the same type that follow each other without
separation (see the example in Table 1). This pattern sometimes appears in our
historical records. We also use the IOB2 format. This choice is based on the
hypothesis that tagging each first token of an entity can help to divide a sequence
of entities of the same type (as two successive Addresses). This involves creating
two tags for each entity type: B-class and I-class.

4.4 Pre-trained BERT-based models

We fine-tuned two BERT-based pre-trained models to evaluate the impact of
unsupervised domain pre-training on performances. We choose CamemBERT
[16], a French BERT-based pre-trained model that has been fine-tuned for NER
(CamemBERT NER) and a domain-specific version of this model pre-trained
with OCR outputs from Paris trade directories [2]. All the experiments are led
with hyperparameters presented in table 4.

4.5 Metrics

We use the seqeval [18] library to evaluate the performance of each approach. It
is well suited to the evaluation of natural language processing tasks, including
sequence labelling. The tool supports the IO and IOB2 tag formats. The metrics
used for the evaluation are precision, recall, and the F1-score. To compute these
values, the tool first gathers tokens of the same class that follow each other.
These groups of tokens constitute the predicted entities that are aligned with
the ground-truth. Any difference in the boundary of the entity or its class, at
any level, will be considered as an error.

We look at the performance of approaches in nested NER. We calculate the
F1-score for the spans illustrated in Figure 6. We can split them in two groups.
First, we evaluate the ability of approaches to recognise entities independently
of their structure. All is the global measure on entities of both levels, Level 1
and Level 2 are the performance measure on entities of each entity level. Sec-
ond, we evaluate the ability of models to deal with entities’ hierarchy. L1+L2
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Pulier (Urbain), coiffeur de S. A. R. mad. la duch. de Berry, et de la cour, r. Caumartin, 10.

PER DESC SPAT

ACT LOC CARDINAL

Level 1

Level 2

L1+L2 PER+O DESC+ACT DESC+O SPAT+
LOC

SPAT+
CARDINAL

All

Flat PER ACT LOC CARDINAL

B-PER+
O

P-L1+P-L2 I-PER+
O

B-DESC+
B-ACT

I-DESC+O B-SPAT+
B-LOC

I-SPAT+
I-LOC

I-SPAT+
B-CARDINAL

Fig. 6: Entities used for each evaluation metric.

evaluate the fact that a Level-2 entity is part of a well-predicted Level-1 en-
tity. P-L1+P-L2 includes the evaluation of positional prefixes to the previous
definition of L1+L2. For IO tagging format, P-L1+P-L2 values are equal to
L1+L2 score and for IOB2 tagging format, P-L1+P-L2 score compare expected
and predicted entity types and IOB-like prefixes. Finally, the value Flat is the
F1-score computed on the flat NER types mapped from L1+L2 predictions (see
figure 5).

5 Results

In this last section, we present the results of our experiments from a quantitative
and a qualitative point of view.

5.1 Performances

We run the three nested NER approaches and a state-of-the-art flat NER ap-
proach with two main goals : (i) compare nested-NER approaches regarding
the impact of tagging formats and unsupervised domain-specific pre-training
of BERT-based models and (ii) evaluate the performance of nested-NER ap-
proaches regarding flat-NER ones. F1-Score values are measured on the 1685
entries of the test subset and are the mean of 5 runs with fixed seeds.

Nested-NER experiments results Table 5 presents the F1-score measured
for real-world (noisy OCR) and ground-truth datasets. Most of the time, the
IO tagging format gives the best results on both datasets. Unsupervised pre-
training of the BERT-based models with domain examples increases the results
in most cases and benefits the noisy dataset. The three approaches produce
close results. On the All entities F1-score value, metrics are included between
95.6% and 96.6% in the ground-truth dataset and between 93.7% and 94.3% in
the noisy dataset. The independent NER layers approaches (M1) using IO tags
outperforms all tests on both datasets on All and L1 entities, while the joint
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Table 5: F1 score measured for each approach, dataset, pre-trained models and
tag formats (mean of 5 runs).

Model and tags All L1+L2 L1 L2 P-L1+P-L2 Flat

Ground-truth

M1

CmBERT IO 96.5 95.7 96.0 97.0 95.7 97.0
CmBERT IOB2 96.2 95.6 95.8 96.8 95.7 96.1
CmBERT+ptrn IO 96.6 95.9 96.3 97.0 95.9 97.3
CmBERT+ptrn IOB2 96.0 95.2 95.5 96.6 95.3 95.3

M2

CmBERT IO 96.2 96.2 95.6 96.9 96.2 96.7
CmBERT IOB2 96.0 96.0 95.3 96.8 96.0 96.7
CmBERT+ptrn IO 96.3 96.1 96.0 96.7 96.1 96.9
CmBERT+ptrn IOB2 96.1 96.0 95.8 96.4 96.1 96.9

M3

CmBERT IO 96.3 96.2 95.8 96.9 96.2 96.8
CmBERT IOB2 96.1 96.1 95.6 96.7 96.1 96.8
CmBERT+ptrn IO 95.8 95.8 95.2 96.7 95.8 96.4
CmBERT+ptrn IOB2 96.3 96.3 96.0 96.7 96.3 97.0

OCR

M1

CmBERT IO 93.8 93.4 93.1 94.6 93.4 94.2
CmBERT IOB2 93.5 92.9 93.1 94.0 93.1 92.7
CmBERT+ptrn IO 94.3 93.8 94.1 94.5 93.8 94.4
CmBERT+ptrn IOB2 94.1 93.5 93.7 94.5 93.7 94.5

M2

CmBERT IO 93.8 94.1 93.3 94.4 94.1 94.5
CmBERT IOB2 93.8 94.2 93.2 94.5 94.3 94.7
CmBERT+ptrn IO 93.9 94.1 93.4 94.4 94.1 94.6
CmBERT+ptrn IOB2 93.7 94.1 93.1 94.5 94.2 94.8

M3

CmBERT IO 94.1 94.4 93.5 94.8 94.4 94.8
CmBERT IOB2 93.5 93.9 92.9 94.3 94.0 94.6
CmBERT+ptrn IO 94.1 94.4 93.6 94.8 94.4 94.9
CmBERT+ptrn IOB2 93.7 94.0 93.1 94.4 94.2 94.8

labelling approach with hierarchical loss give the best scores on L1+L2 and P-
L1+P-L2 spans. L2 best-score is reached with M1 on the ground-truth dataset
and M3 on the noisy dataset.

M1 is trained to recognise entities of each independent layer. Our results
show that it optimizes scores of non-hierarchical features whereas M3, which is
trained to maximise P-L1+P-L2 spans recognition, outperforms all approaches
on hierarchical entity detection. We focus on L1+L2 and P-L1+P-L2 values
which should be favoured to produce structured data. Thus, to recognise nested
named entities in noisy inputs, our proposed M3 approach with domain-adapted
BERT-based model fine-tuned with noisy annotated examples and tagged with
IO labels, is the best model to use. Note that the total number of parameters
trained during the fine-tuning of the first approach is twice as large as for ap-
proaches 2 and 3 for a lower number of tags to be learned.

F1 score measured for each entity type (see tables 6 and 7) unsurprisingly
show that models perform less on the less represented classes (as DESC, TITREH
or FT ). We also observed that if some classes are little affected by noise (as PER,
ACT or LOC ), this is not the case for the CARDINAL entity type. Its F1 scores
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Table 6: F1 score measured for each approach, pre-trained model and tag format
(mean of 5 runs) on the ground-truth dataset for each entity type.

Model & tags PER ACT DESC TITREH TITREP SPAT LOC CARD FT

M1

CmBERT IO 91.8 94.8 49.6 11.7 97.4 97.5 97.9 98.1 36.2
CmBERT IOB2 90.4 94.0 43.3 22.5 97.3 97.7 97.6 96.5 51.5
CmBERT+ptrn IO 92.6 95.7 53.5 50.5 97.2 97.6 97.6 98.4 53.4
CmBERT+ptrn IOB2 89.8 93.6 44.4 41.5 97.2 97.7 97.4 97.2 50.4

M2

CmBERT IO 90.6 94.5 47.1 39.9 97.5 97.3 97.2 97.5 58.7
CmBERT IOB2 90.3 93.8 36.8 39.8 97.3 97.4 97.4 97.9 56.0
CmBERT+ptrn IO 90.1 94.6 47.7 58.1 97.6 98.2 97.3 98.4 57.3
CmBERT+ptrn IOB2 90.1 94.4 42.9 38.6 97.1 98.4 97.3 97.9 62.3

M3

CmBERT IO 91.1 94.6 49.4 43.5 97.4 97.7 97.2 97.2 50.9
CmBERT IOB2 90.8 94.3 44.8 40.7 97.3 97.3 97.4 95.8 51.8
CmBERT+ptrn IO 90.0 94.1 36.1 45.1 97.5 96.8 97.4 96.2 42.9
CmBERT+ptrn IOB2 90.4 94.6 48.3 44.8 97.5 98.4 97.4 98.1 64.1

drop at least from 15 percentage points from the ground-truth dataset to the
noisy dataset. This can be explained by the similarity of CARDINAL entities
with OCR mistakes, which often are numbers.

Flat-NER experiments results We fine-tune CamemBERT and pre-trained
CamemBERT on our flat-NER datasets (derived from our nested-NER datasets)
using only IO tags. Results are given in table 8. As for nested NER approaches,
we observe that performances with the ground-truth dataset are better than
those obtained with the noisy dataset. This result shows the impact of noise on
the named entity recognition task. Unsupervised pre-training has no significant
effect on the results provided with the model fine-tuned on the ground-truth
dataset, but it provides better scores on the noisy dataset. Comparison between
true flat-NER results and flat-NER equivalent results provided by nested NER
approaches shows that fine-tuning models with structured entities does not pro-
vide a significant increase of F1-scores.

5.2 Qualitative analysis

In this section, we make a qualitative analysis of our results. We look at the
classification errors listing the most common types of errors made by our fine-
tuned models. We identify the potential source of errors. Finally, we underline
the main pros and cons of each approach.

There are no hierarchy constraints on nested entity types with M1. It pro-
duces unauthorised structured entities (as DESC/SPAT or SPAT/ TITREP or
ACT/ACT ). This is a significant drawback to producing structured data. The
joint labelling based approaches (M2/M3) are a great solution to avoid this issue:
hierarchy constraints are defined by the joint labels list set for the training.

We focus on classification errors made by the M2 and M3 results. They are
illustrated by figure 7. There is a lot of confusion between the DESC and ACT
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Table 7: F1 score measured for each approach, pre-trained model and tag format
(mean of 5 runs) on the noisy dataset for each entity type.

Model & tags PER ACT DESC TITREH TITREP SPAT LOC CARD FT

M1

CmBERT IO 90.0 92.7 49.3 20.6 94.5 94.3 94.4 69.5 48.1
CmBERT IOB2 88.7 92.8 42.2 27.3 94.3 94.8 94.2 79.5 33.7
CmBERT+ptrn IO 89.3 93.3 50.9 39.7 95.1 96.0 95.1 77.0 50.3
CmBERT+ptrn IOB2 89.0 92.6 48.2 37.8 94.8 96.0 94.8 79.4 42.3

M2

CmBERT IO 89.5 93.1 47.4 39.9 94.7 95.0 94.4 74.0 41.9
CmBERT IOB2 89.0 92.7 49.2 45.8 94.6 95.0 94.2 80.7 45.6
CmBERT+ptrn IO 89.0 93.4 48.1 57.0 95.0 94.8 94.9 75.6 50.7
CmBERT+ptrn IOB2 87.8 91.9 39.2 40.8 95.0 95.5 94.8 78.5 56.5

M3

CmBERT IO 89.6 93.0 52.3 54.6 95.1 95.0 94.5 79.9 53.9
CmBERT IOB2 88.2 91.9 43.9 38.3 94.5 95.1 94.1 76.8 42.9
CmBERT+ptrn IO 88.7 92.9 46.3 55.6 95.4 95.4 95.0 75.3 56.1
CmBERT+ptrn IOB2 87.6 91.8 38.3 43.7 94.8 95.7 94.6 82.7 52.2

Table 8: F1-score measured on flat-NER datasets (ground-truth and noisy OCR
text) with both models (mean of 5 runs).

Dataset Test F1-Score (in %)

Ground-truth
CmBERT 96.8
CmBERT+ptrn 96.8

OCR
CmBERT 94.7
CmBERT+ptrn 94.9

entities. They contain similar information. There also are confusions between
first-level ACT and second-level ACT entities which give the same kind of in-
formation whatever their entity level, as seen in figure 8. This first group of
confusion appears in the top-left corner of figure 7. A first element of explana-
tion is that information carried by these classes are really close from a semantic
point of view which favours such kind of mistakes. DESC entity type also is
represented by a few examples in datasets. The model often failed to recognise
TITREP in DESC and TITREH in PER. There is a small number of these
entities in the training dataset, which could explain these errors. Note that both
titles entity types always contain Unicode characters which aren’t included in
the CamemBERT model vocabulary. Confusion also can affect unrelated types of
entities. The most often observed errors are ACT entities that mention a ware-
house of merchandise, which are confused with a FT mentioned in an address.
The model often misses FT type entities in text. For both datasets, we observed
that punctuation between entities at the two levels are often misclassified (see
the bottom line of figure 7 and highlighted tokens in figure 8). They are included
in their right-side or left-side entity. When using the IOB2 tagging model, we
also observed tokens confusions. Both the training and running time of the first
approach are multiplied by the number of levels of entities in the dataset. It’s
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PER+O

PER+TITREH

SPAT+O

SPAT+CARD

SPAT+FT

SPAT+LOC

O+O

G
ol

d
89.8 5.2 3.1 0.0 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.8 0.4

15.4 45.0 34.9 0.7 1.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.7 0.5

19.2 9.5 71.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

0.0 38.5 4.4 57.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

0.6 0.4 0.0 0.0 98.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.7

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.3 86.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 12.0

0.0 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 95.1 1.2 0.0 1.8 1.4

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.4 98.3 0.0 0.3 1.0

17.8 31.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.2 4.4 24.4 0.0 20.0

0.1 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.0 99.1 0.2

43.6 2.0 1.9 0.3 5.9 0.2 0.3 2.5 0.0 17.4 25.9

Fig. 7: Confusion matrix representing the percentage of tokens associated with
each existing joint-label. Values are normalized by row and predictions have been
provided by CamemBERT+pre-trained model fine-tuned using our proposed
approach [M3] and IO tags.

Fig. 8: Two noisy entries classified with M3 CamemBERT+ptrn IO model: the
top entry doesn’t contain mistakes whereas the bottom example contains bound-
ary errors (highlighted) and DESC/ACT confusions.

not the case for M2 and M3. The first approach requires a post-treatment step
to merge predictions made by each flat-NER layer which is time-consuming. M2
and M3 provide full confidence in the hierarchy of entities, unlike M1.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we compare three Nested Named Entity Recognition approaches
on noisy and highly structured texts extracted from historical sources: the Paris
trade directors of the 19th century. The aim of this work is to produce a high-
level semantic view of the directories’ collection. We make a survey of transfer-
learning based approaches and select two intuitive ones: the independent NER
layers developed by [12] [M1] and the joint-labelling approach developed by
[3] [M2]. We suggest an update of this last approach [M3] replacing the loss
function of the initial transformer model with a hierarchical loss developed by
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[7]. It includes the semantic distance between expected and predicted labels.
We compare the performance of each approach using a fine-tuned CamemBERT
model and a pre-trained and fine-tuned CamemBERT model. We used our new
nested NER datasets with clean and noisy directories entries to fine-tune models
using IO and IOB2 tagging formats. The performance of the three approaches
achieves high F1 score values with both datasets. M3 outperforms results on
hierarchical entities (L1+L2 ) which are the most adapted to produce structured
data. Fine-tuning a pre-trained BERT-based model increases performances on
noisy entries. Finally, we conclude that the IO tagging format achieves the best
performance in most cases. IOB2 tagging format does not improve our results
on noisy outputs. Our code, models and datasets are available on OSF4 and
HuggingFace5.

4 https://osf.io/w38xm/?view_only=a0deea52fa074b6a8d7d82d077bcc044
5 https://huggingface.co/nlpso
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